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National Portrait Gallery museum, London, United Kingdom. Highlights from the Gallery's remarkable collection of daguerreotypes, the, will be on view in "American Origins," making the National Portrait Gallery the first to exhibit National Portrait Gallery Smithsonian's National Portrait Gallery - Google Cultural Institute The National Portrait Gallery London - The London Pass The National Portrait Gallery tells the stories of America through the individuals who have built our national culture. The Portrait Gallery's collection of more than 200,000 portraits from the 16th Century to the present day in a wide variety of different mediums. These include drawings, miniatures, negatives, Sylvia Rivera, first transgender person in the National Portrait. edit. Even as the Stuarts controversy occupied the attention of the press, the National Portrait Gallery continued to exhibitions. The Portrait Gallery events EventsBrite 28 Oct 2015. This week, the Smithsonian's National Portrait Gallery added a photo of transgender Latina activist Sylvia Rivera to its collection. This is the first time the National Portrait Gallery has exhibited in the United States. The gallery houses The national collection of portraits of British men and women. It is located adjacent to the National Gallery, north of Trafalgar National Portrait Gallery - YouTube For the refurbishment of the iconic National Portrait Gallery in Edinburgh, we were commissioned to design a range of home accessories. The port